Our Company

The company “Cozzi S.r.l.” was founded in 1966 and since then it has been considered a reliable supplier able to assure precision and punctuality through a thorough management system that involves all production, logistic and administration processes, as well as up-to-date machines and organisation. The company has progressively grown with its 2,000 sq m for the production area, 300 sq m for the offices and thirty employees working on two shifts.

Contacts

Tel: +39 02 97297664
cozzi@torneria.it

Our production

Cozzi s.r.l. is specialised in the production of high precision parts, up to Ø 70 mm in case of bars and up to Ø 130 mm in case of starter bars. Thanks to its up-to-date machines the company produces pieces - in most metals - with extreme precision through CNC sliding and fixed headstock machines as well as CNC grinding machines. It delivers finished products (as for example shafts, flanges and valves) including heat and surface treatments.

The company is certified UNI EN ISO 9001:2015.

www.torneria.it